
The Energizers of Michie Elementary School
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Advisor Ms. Debra Steen

We have conducted and participated in many energy 
activities. encouraging energy conservation, reducing,  
reusing, and recycling. We have provided energy 
conservation tips on our Michie News site. Parents have 
installed energy conservation kits saving on their power 
bills, and conserving on water.  We have reused milk 
cartons for planting and competitions and collected jeans 
for the homeless. We have involved our school and 
community in our recycling program.  Encouraging 
recycling by participating in the Keep America Beautiful 
recycling contest, in which we are waiting to find out our 
place in the community division, and by providing 
containers for recycling, and recycling aluminum cans.  We 
have been nominated for the Governor’s Environmental 
Stewardship Award and awaiting the results.  We have 
been nominated by our county for an award for our 
achievements.  Our energy efforts in education have 
helped our county achieve recognition for its efforts in 
recycling for economic growth.  We are making a change in 
our school, community, and county.

A few of us working together.
Led by Lori, Jack, Will



Ree[e‾g?ﾓ?[g TeaZﾅb‾P 
GbaT ばく  Fbcｰ｣ b[ dee{e[?[g e[e‾gﾋ 

cb[ｫe[ｫ P[bﾅTedge
Acｫ?ﾄ?ｫ?e｣ a[d Ta｣P｣ざ  Obｫa?[ 

{e‾Z?｣｣?b[ f‾bZ adﾄ?｣b‾ご ｫaPe ｫ;e 
NEED E[e‾gﾋ {bTTご Pa‾ｫ?c?{aｫe ?[ 

e[e‾gﾋ acｫ?ﾄ?ｫ?e｣
E[e‾gﾋ 9b[ｫe[ｫ a[d Re｣bｰ‾ce｣ざ  NEED 
E[e‾gﾋ {bTTご Teac;e‾ ‾e｣bｰ‾ce｣ f‾bZ 

E[e‾gﾋ 9aZ{ご NEED Sc?e[ce bf 
E[e‾gﾋ

Sｫｰde[ｫ Leade‾｣;?{ざ  くけ ｣ｫｰde[ｫ｣ ｫbbP 
ｫ;e {bTT  a[d くき ｫb くし ｣ｫｰde[ｫ｣ ﾅe‾e 

?[ﾄbTﾄed ?[ Zb｣ｫ acｫ?ﾄ?ｫ?e｣
EﾄaTｰaｫ?b[ざ E[e‾gﾋ PbTT

 ｣cb‾e｣ ﾅe‾e a[ aﾄe‾age bf そき¨ a[d 
ｰ{b[ cbZ{Teｫ?b[ ﾅe‾e a[ aﾄe‾age bf 

たし¨ NｰZbe‾ ‾eac;ed けしきげ



Mechanical, Solar, Wind and Sound Energy

Making 
our solar 
cars

Our robotics that we 
use to monitor solar, 
wind, and hydropower 
components of energy.

Sound Energy
Can I get the water to rise?
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How far will they 
go?
They went to the 
other side of the 
room. Potential 
Energy



Open and Closed Circuits, Chemical Energy, Electricity 
at Work
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Our Rockets.  Chemical Energy

       
Little Bit Circuits



Cubelets. 
Connect 
them and 
make 
lights 
flash, 
drive and 
spin, and 
make 
sounds.
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Hydropower. 
Explaining how the 
water turns the 
generator.

We turned the 
lights on. Will it 
light up the 
bigger light 
bulb? Yes it 
did.



Super bounce ball.  How 
far will it travel if dropped 
at different heights?

Happy and 
sad balls.  
Choose 
which one 
will bounce. 
Will 
temperature 
affect how it 
bounces? 
Yes, adding 
heat makes 
it bounce 
higher.H

Answering 
the 
questions.

Checking 
the 
splatter 
pattern 
after 
dropping 
the ball.



REDU9E
GbaTばけざ Tb {‾bZbｫe e[e‾gﾋ cb[｣e‾ﾄaｫ?b[ bﾋ 

‾edｰc?[g ｫ;e aZbｰ[ｫ bf e[e‾gﾋ ｰ｣edげ
Acｫ?ﾄ?ｫ?e｣ a[d Ta｣P｣ざ Obｫa?[ {e‾Z?｣｣?b[ f‾bZ ｫ;e 

{‾?[c?{aTご  cb[｣ｰTｫ ﾅ?ｫ; bｰ‾ adﾄ?｣b‾ご db ｣c;bbT 
e[e‾gﾋ aｰd?ｫご {‾e｣e[ｫ f?[d?[g｣ ｫb {‾?[c?{aTご ﾅ‾?ｫe 

Teｫｫe‾ fb‾ {a‾e[ｫ｣ご ｣e[d ;bZe e[e‾gﾋ cb[｣e‾ﾄaｫ?b[ 
｣ｰ‾ﾄeﾋ ぴSTARぶご bbｫa?[ e[e‾gﾋ P?ｫ｣ご ｣e[d ;bZe 

e[e‾gﾋ P?ｫ｣ご cbTTecｫ daｫa f‾bZ ;bZe e[e‾gﾋ P?ｫ｣げ
E[e‾gﾋ 9b[ｫe[ｫ a[d Re｣bｰ‾ce｣ざ  NEED E[e‾gﾋ

 Aｰd?ｫ K?ｫご STAR ｣ｰ‾ﾄeﾋご NEED HbZe E[e‾gﾋ 
9b[｣e‾ﾄaｫ?b[ K?ｫ｣げ Re[eﾅabTe ‾e｣bｰ‾ce｣げ

Sｫｰde[ｫ Leade‾｣;?{ざ  くく ｣ｫｰde[ｫ｣ cb[dｰcｫed ｣c;bbT 
aｰd?ｫご  さ ﾅ‾bｫe {a‾e[ｫ Teｫｫe‾｣ご し {a｣｣ed bｰｫ {a‾e[ｫ 

Teｫｫe‾｣ a[d ｣ｰ‾ﾄeﾋご た ｫbbP ;bZe e[e‾gﾋ cb[｣e‾ﾄaｫ?b[ 
P?ｫ｣ご くし cbTTecｫed a[d a[aTﾋﾓed daｫaご 

EﾄaTｰaｫ?b[ざ  Oｰ‾ ｣ｫｰde[ｫ｣ a‾e ｰｫ?T?ﾓ?[g bｰ‾ ‾ef?TTabTe 
ﾅaｫe‾ bbｫｫTe ﾅaｫe‾ fbｰ[ｫa?[｣ ｣aﾄ?[g b[ ｫ;e ｰ｣e bf 

{Ta｣ｫ?c｣げ  We a‾e ｣ｫ?TT ｰ｣?[g bｰ‾ ｣bTa‾ {a[eT｣ ｫb ‾ｰ[ 
bｰ‾ ;ﾋd‾b{b[?c｣げ   HbZe e[e‾gﾋ ｰ｣age ;a｣ bee[ 
‾edｰcedげ こせき ｣ｫｰde[ｫ｣ a‾e affecｫed bﾋ ｫ;e {a[eT｣ご 

こせき ｣ｰ‾ﾄeﾋ｣ ﾅe[ｫ ;bZeご a[d  せけ Teｫｫe‾｣ ﾅe[ｫ ;bZeげ  
We ;ad た {a‾e[ｫ｣ {a‾ｫ?c?{aｫe ?[ ｫ;e ;bZe e[e‾gﾋ 

cb[｣e‾ﾄaｫ?b[ P?ｫ｣げ Oﾄe‾ こくげききき {eb{Te ‾eac;ed ﾄ?a 
Zed?aご [eﾅ｣{a{e‾｣ a[d Teｫｫe‾｣げ

Still using our refillable water 
fountains.  Over 9400 per 

fountain
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There were nine 4th grade 
parents that agreed to take the 
energy conservation challenged.  
We graphed the average results.

We compared incandescent, 
CFL, and LED light bulbs.
The LED uses less energy.



Reuse
Goal#3:  To promote the reuse of items 

Activities and Tasks:  Obtain permission from principal 
and advisor, contact waste management director, save 

milk and juice  cartons, place article in newspaper, send 
home letters, collect jeans, count and find a place to 

donate jeans, deliver jeans, plan
 farm day, obtain volunteers to help.

Energy Content and Resources: Promote recycling,  
energy conservation, local farmers and volunteers. 
Providing events like Pickwick Electric and electric 

safety, puffy stuff biodegradable packaging material, 
reusing milk cartons for planting, and biodegradable 

containers for flower seeds. 
Student Leadership: 4 students talked to principal and 
advisor.  We all help planned farm day  and blue jean 

drive with dividing task.  6 students helped  
deliver jeans, we all help empty recycled containers.
Evaluation:  We collected over 250 pairs of jeans,  farm 

day was a great success and enjoyed by all with 
recycled milk cartons and many other sustainable 
products. Approximately 80,000 or more reached 

through newspaper, media and Ag websites.

We have the students in 
the school to collect milk 
cartons so that we can 
use them for plants.



Teens for Jeans
Reusing new or slightly used 
jeans for the homeless. Our 

students and community donated 
over 250 jeans. We donated them 
to a place in our county that helps 

those in need.
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Carton to Garden Contest
  This year we ask each K-8th grade student to collect milk cartons for our Farm 
Day.  Each student will decorate one carton to plant their tomato plant, and the 
other cartons were used for the 4th and 5th grade to plant cucumber plants for 
the students to take home on Farm Day.  We collected over 1500 milk cartons.



Farm Day is now an annual event with emphasis on farming and recycling.  Students in K-6 collected at 
least two milk cartons and decorated one of them. Reusing these cartons as a container to plant tomato 
plants. The rest collected were used to plant cucumbers for students to take home. There is also a booth 
with puffy stuff that the Energizers run that is biodegradable and made out of milo plants manufactured in 

the state of Tennessee.

Puffy Stuff
Edible Soil            Story about plants

Bees

Filling biodegradable   
containers with soil.



RE9Y9LE
GbaTばさ Tb {‾bZbｫe ‾ecﾋcT?[g aｫ ;bZeご 

｣c;bbT a[d ｫ;e cbZZｰ[?ｫﾋげ
Acｫ?ﾄ?ｫ?e｣ a[d Ta｣P｣ざ Obｫa?[ {e‾Z?｣｣?b[ f‾bZ {‾?[c?{aTご 

cb[ｫacｫ bｰ‾ cbｰ[ｫﾋ ﾅa｣ｫe Za[ageZe[ｫ d?‾ecｫb‾ご e[ｫe‾ ｫ;e 
‾ecﾋcT?[g cb[ｫe｣ｫご ;bTd a Gb G‾ee[ RecﾋcT?[g {e{ ‾aTTﾋご 

｣e[d [bｫe｣ ;bZeご e[ｫe‾ ｫ;e aTｰZ?[ｰZ ca[ ‾ecﾋcT?[g 
cb[ｫe｣ｫ a[d ｫ;e M?TP 9a‾ｫb[ 9b[ｫe｣ｫ fb‾  ‾eｰ｣e fb‾ ga‾de[ 

{ｰ‾{b｣e｣ご a[d Fa‾Z Daﾋご  Pa‾ｫ?c?{aｫe ?[ ｫ;e Pe{｣? 
RecﾋcTabTe 9;aTTe[ge｣げ

E[e‾gﾋ 9b[ｫe[ｫ a[d Re｣bｰ‾ce｣ざ  Re[eﾅabTe ‾e｣bｰ‾ce｣ご 
{‾bZbｫe e[e‾gﾋ cb[｣e‾ﾄaｫ?b[ご 

Sｫｰde[ｫ Leade‾｣;?{ざ くし ｣ｫｰde[ｫ｣ fbTded {a‾e[ｫ Teｫｫe‾｣ご け 
｣ｫｰde[ｫ cb[ｫacｫed [eﾅ｣{a{e‾ご くき ｣ｫｰde[ｫ｣ adﾄe‾ｫ?｣ed b[ 

M?c;?e Neﾅ｣ご くし ｣ｫｰde[ｫ｣ cb[dｰcｫed ｫ;e Gb G‾ee[ 
RecﾋcTe Pe{ RaTTﾋご 

EﾄaTｰaｫ?b[ざ We ﾅe‾e [bZ?[aｫed fb‾ ｫ;e Gbbd S{b‾ｫ｣ 
ATﾅaﾋ｣ RecﾋcTe bｰｫ d?d [bｫ {Taceげ  We aT｣b ﾅe‾e 
[bZ?[aｫed fb‾ ｫ;e Gbﾄe‾[b‾£｣ E[ﾄ?‾b[Ze[ｫaT 
Sｫeﾅa‾d｣;?{ Aﾅa‾d a[d a‾e aﾅa?ｫ?[g ‾e｣ｰTｫ｣げ  We ;eTd a[ 
AZe‾?ca RecﾋcTe｣ daﾋ ?[ NbﾄeZbe‾げ We {a‾ｫ?c?{aｫed  ?[ 
ｫ;e cbZZｰ[?ｫﾋ d?ﾄ?｣?b[ bf ｫ;e Kee{ AZe‾?ca 8eaｰｫ?fｰT 
RecﾋcTe 8bﾅTご ｫ;e AT ｫ;e 9a[ Rbｰ[dｰ{ご 
ﾅ?ｫ;  bﾄe‾ そきごききき ‾eac;ed

Include with 
letters on back 
to parents and 
community.



Recycling Aluminium Cans
   We had over 3740 pounds for 2018 and we 
are awaiting our totals for 2019. The last weight 
we had was 2894 pounds.    

We are looking for #1.



Keep America Beautiful Recycling 
Bowl 

We participated in the Community Division of the recycling bowl 
competition. We had a total of over 270,000 pounds of recycling for the 
middle of Oct. to the middle of Nov.  We placed ads in the paper, stuffed 
the water bills with recycling information, held a recycle day for recycle 

month and started it all off with a Recycle-Go Green Pep Rally. 
People from all over the county got behind our competition. 

We also had over 2000 pounds for Pepsi Recycle for 2 months.
Letters folded for the 
water bills.



The Energizers have had a good year and are already looking to next year.  Awaiting several results 
from nominations and contest.  Our county nominated us for a new award this year and we are waiting 
to here from it.  We help our county with the education component of our program, and our recycling 
being used for a part of our county Green Rating, our Michie School News on You Tube, newspaper 
articles in three area newspapers and their websites , notes we send home from school, and word of 
mouth we have reached tens of thousands of people.  Our recycling program has increased the 
amount that is recycled to the extent that they have to empty our recycle trailer sometimes twice a 
week but at least once a week. We have placed another recycle trailer because of  the interest in 
recycling.  We hope to keep building our program and encouraging others to recyle.

Resources:
NEED Elementary Poll
NEED Energy Works 
NEED Home Energy Kits
NEED Energy Audit Kits
NEED Energy Books and online resources
State of TN Energy Camp NEED Activities


